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A CONVERSATION WITH LYLE 
SPATZ AND STEVE STEINBERG

Lyle Spatz and Steve Steinberg are among the 
Deadball Era Committee’s most accomplished 
members.  Baseball historians and authors, they 
have not  only  garnered recognition in their  own 
rights, but collaborated on two award-winning 
books about New  York baseball in the post-
World War I era. 1921: The Yankees, the Giants, 
and the Battle for Baseball Supremacy in New 
York,  was the 2011  winner of the prestigious 
Seymour Medal for  the year’s best work on 
baseball history  or biography. This year,  The 
Colonel and Hug, their dual biography  of 
Yankees owner Jacob Ruppert and manager 
Miller Huggins, was a  SABR Baseball Research 
Award recipient for outstanding research project. 
If you have not yet  read these two exceptional 
books, we urge you to do so. Even Yankee-haters 
will find them highly  informative and interesting 
reads.
One of the distinguishing features of the Spatz-
Steinberg books is their  seamless narrative voice. 
Although either Lyle or Steve had to put a 
particular sentence, paragraph, or chapter into 
words, it is near-impossible to tell who wrote 
what. Recently, the authors responded to 
questions about their  collaborative process posed 
by newsletter editor Bill Lamb.

QUESTION: Do you  recall when/where/how you 
first met?
LYLE: I would say  some time after the turn of the 
century, although I still think of 1900 when 
people use that term. It  was at a  SABR 
convention. I don’t recall if we were introduced 
by someone or introduced ourselves.
STEVE: We met at  a SABR convention in the early 
2000s. I joined SABR in ’99  and attended every 
convention starting with Scottsdale that year, 
except for West Palm in 2000, and Miami this 
year  (which I was planning to attend until my 
dad took ill and passed away).

Lyle Spatz & Steve Steinberg
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QUESTION: Given your recognition as baseball 
historians and authors individually, what 
prompted you to collaborate on a book project? 
Who first  broached the idea? And why  did you 
choose the 1921  NY Yankees/NY Giants baseball 
season as your first joint writing venture?
LYLE: Let  me answer  these questions together. 
I’d written a couple of books on Yankees’ history, 
and I had it in  the back of my  mind to write one 
on the 1921  Yanks winning their  first pennant. 
My  memory  gets a bit hazy  there,  but because I 
knew Steve was a  Yankees’ historian, I remember 
casually  mentioning it to him in  the early  2000s. 
At the 2005 SABR convention in Toronto, Steve 
asked me if I was working on the ’21  Yankees 
book. He said he was thinking of doing  one, but 
if I was doing it, he would move on to something 
else. I said I really  hadn’t done anything on it, 
and if he had started researching it  then he 
should go ahead and write the book. I’m  not sure 
who suggested we work on it together  and 
expand it to include the Giants, but  we both 
agreed that would make a much better book.

STEVE: Actually, in the very  early  2000s, I had 
done very  little writing on baseball history. I 
published my  first  article in The National 
Pastime in 2000. It  was about Yankee pitcher 
Urban Shocker’s quest for  free agency  in the fall-
winter of 1923. Lyle had a long and impressive 
resume of publications by  then, including two 
books on the Yankees.
For  at least  a couple of conventions, we talked 
about the fact that no book had been written 
about the Yankees’ first pennant. Lyle and I 
would each say  to the other, “You should do that 
book,” and “No, you should do it!” Then we 
learned the NL pennant race that 1921  season 
was dramatic too. And we soon realized the 
wonderful conflict (which makes for great story-
telling) between these two New  York clubs that 
were battling for the hearts and minds of New 
Yorkers.
QUESTION: Once the subject was selected,  how 
did you divide the labor  of original research? Did 
one of you take the 1921  Yankees, the other  the 
Giants? Or did you both research the clubs 
individually and then pool your findings?
LYLE: This was an easy  decision. Steve had 
written extensively  on this era in Yankees’ 
history, and I was the one more familiar with the 
Giants and the National League. So we decided 
in  the first minutes of our  chat, that Steve would 
cover  the Yankees and the American League race 
and I would cover the Giants and the National 
League race. Steve was more conversant with 
some topics, like Judge Landis and the Black Sox 
scandal, while I was a bit  more familiar with 
others, like New York City  history  and 
geography. Other areas that  cut across both 
leagues, like the run-up to and the playing of the 
World Series, we covered together.
STEVE: The secret will now  be told. Yes, I focused 
on the Yankees and Lyle on the Giants. Each of 
us did the first draft  of “his”  team’s chapter. We 
then began a  process of exchanging edit after  edit 
back and forth.
QUESTION: In a previous interview, you  stated 
that collaboration in the digital age is a  relatively 
smooth process, notwithstanding the great 
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geographical distance that  separates you. 
[Readers Note: Lyle resides in South  Florida, 
Steve in Seattle.] Once your  initial research  was 
completed, can you  explain the process by  which 
that research was transformed into prose?
LYLE: No matter what Steve wrote or I wrote,  the 
copy  went  back and forth between us many, 
many  times until we were satisfied. As you  noted, 
Steve lives in the Northwest corner  of the 
country  and I live in the Southeast corner, but 
the exchange of drafts,  questions, corrections, 
etc.,  were accomplished just as if we lived next 
door. Well,  not exactly. It would have been nice 
to take some physical copy  and be able to discuss 
it over a cup of coffee.
In the early  days of our collaboration we 
floundered a bit on logistics and were aided 
greatly  by  Steve’s friend,  Jennifer  McCord, a 
Seattle-based publishing consultant. After 
looking at some preliminary  chapters, Jennifer 
convinced us that we could indeed “speak in one 
voice,”  a goal we very  much wanted to 
accomplish. She continued to provide guidance 
and encouragement throughout, and we are very 
grateful to her.
Collaborating on a book with someone you see 
maybe once a year  presents some interesting 
challenges. In addition to the three-hour time 
difference, we have much  different body  clocks. 
Steve is a night owl, and I’m  an early  riser. I 
believe many  days he was going to bed shortly 
before I was waking up. Although this 
o c c a s i o n a l l y  c a u s e d l a g t i m e i n o u r 
communications, it was not a serious problem.
We also have different personalities.  Steve is a 
Type A and I’m a Type B. This is not a  bad thing. 
Many  tasks got done because of Steve’s dogged 
persistence, tasks that I’d still be ruminating on. 
Conversely, I hope that from time to time I 
served as a calming influence. Moreover,  we 
never  had a  serious disagreement on any  phase 
of the project. We began as acquaintances and 
ended as friends, something Jennifer has told us 
doesn’t happen very often.
STEVE: I’m a night person while Lyle is an  early 
riser. I would often send him an edited chapter at 

3  AM my  time, when I was going to bed, just  as 
he was getting  up at 6  AM in Florida. We did 
indeed have to come up with a procedure for our 
collaboration. There was some trial and error  at 
first,  and no doubt my  friend Jennifer McCord 
helped us greatly in the process.
I don’t want to skip over  the research. One thing 
that makes our books special is that we draw on 
countless newspapers, most of which are 
available only  the old-fashioned way, by  working 
microfilm. We probably  examined ten or so New 
York City  papers,  plus some from  other cities. 
The vivid writing  of their reporters is sprinkled 
throughout the books. We pride ourselves in 
drawing primarily  from  contemporary  (to the era 
we are writing about) sources and not from 
books written decades later. The dramatic story 
of Miller Huggins submitting his resignation late 

2011 Casey Award Winner
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in  the 1921  season (Ruppert refused to accept it) 
came from  stories in  two small afternoon New 
York papers . And the s tory  o f Roger 
Peckinpaugh’s inexcusable error that cost the 
Yankees the 1921  Series’s final game, 1-0, came 
from some papers that are rarely examined.
QUESTION: The Colonel and Hug was a logical 
but  inspired segue from  1921.  How  far along in 
the process of writing 1921  were you when you 
realized that you wanted to follow-up that work 
with  a dual bio of Jacob Ruppert and Miller 
Huggins?
LYLE: As I remember it, we vaguely  discussed 
writing  a  second book, but never seriously 
discussed a topic. Steve had been researching 
Miller Huggins for  years and pairing him in a 
dual bio with Ruppert seemed a natural for a 
book. We were actually  both surprised that 
neither one had been the subject of a full-length 
bio previously.
STEVE: There is a logical connection between the 
two books, but I don’t recall our talking about 
The Colonel and Hug at the time we finished 
1921.  It came up a year or two later, when 1921 
came out. We realized that  while Ruppert and 
Huggins are mentioned often in accounts on the 
early  Yankees, they  never had their  stories told in 
full.
QUESTION: How do you decide who writes the 
first  draft of a particular chapter? Note to Lyle 
and Steve: If agreeable, kindly  illustrate the 
answer with an example like: Lyle drafted the 
first  chapter of 1921 because …,  and/or Steve 
introduced the reader to Miller Huggins because 
…
LYLE: We followed the same procedure for both 
books. Steve wrote the first  drafts for  all the 1921 
American League and all the Huggins-related 
chapters, and I wrote the first  drafts for  all the 
1921  National League and all the Ruppert-related 
chapters.  Those chapters that  were not 
specifically  about one or the other were divided 
equally.
STEVE: Of course someone has to write the first 
draft  of a chapter. But as I explained above,  after 
countless exchanges and edits, our voices merge 

into one.  With 1921, we split up the “first takes” 
by  team. But with The Colonel and Hug, there 
was no easy  or  logical split, after the first  few 
chapters (the early  years of Ruppert and 
Huggins, told separately).  So we arbitrarily 
divided up the chapters, since both men appear 
throughout.
One of us would do the first draft of a  chapter 
and send it to the other  writer, who would 
question and challenge it  on a number of levels: 
flow and emphasis,  “word-craft,”  fact-checking, 
grammar, etc. Big- and little-picture views. We’d 
have 3-4 exchanges back and forth, which really 
means we generated 6-8 versions. Then three of 
our SABR colleagues would read the manuscript 
and give us feedback, again big- and little-
picture.  We took their  input and started another 
series of edits that we exchanged. We then gave 
that end product to our fact-checker. Once he 
returned it with not only  corrections but also 
general input,  we had a final round of edit 
exchanges between Lyle and me.
QUESTION: Have you encountered a situation 
where your  research of an important point 
yielded an inconclusive answer  or  a conflict in 
the evidence? If so, how did you resolve the 
problem? And while Steve, I think, has stated 
that you have not yet had a situation where you 
have reached diametrically  opposed judgments 
or opinions on something, have you devised a 
plan for that situation should it arise?
LYLE: Carl Mays’s integrity  on the field, Jacob 
Ruppert’s relationship to women, particularly  to 
a young woman who inherited one-third of his 
estate, and the myth of John McGraw as a 
“small-ball”  manager  are a few of the events we 
puzzled over.
STEVE: Great question, Bill. History  does not 
always reveal clear answers, even after rigorous 
research. Depending on the extent to which  the 
evidence leans one way  or another, we may 
suggest an answer. Or  we may  simply  present the 
evidence and let the reader decide for himself.  In 
1921, we faced the controversy  on whether 
Yankees pitcher  Carl Mays “threw” a World 
Ser ies game. As much as Mays is an 
unsympathetic personality, we delved into the 
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data and concluded that  he probably  did not  toss 
a game.
As Lyle and I grew more comfortable working 
with  each other,  we grew more comfortable 
challenging each other. We had a “tie-breaking” 
rule: if we could not come to an agreement on an 
issue,  the person who wrote the initial draft had 
the final word. So in such rare instances (I can’t 
even think of an example), the writer  who did 
NOT do the original draft backed off.
A key  to our success was a true collaboration, not 
simply  a book whose parts were written  by  two 
authors.  As with a personal relationship, when it 
works well,  it  is rewarding and enriching. But it 
takes more effort than a solo project.
QUESTION: Both 1921  and The Colonel and Hug 
c o n t a i n  i l l u m i n a t i n g b u t r a r e l y  s e e n 
photographs. Who found these photos? Did you 
have copyright or other  issues to deal with in 
using any of the photos?
LYLE: The wonderful photos in both books are 
wholly attributable to Steve.
STEVE: Early  20th-century  baseball photos are a 
passion of mine; I have a decent but growing 
collection. I also have developed close 
relationships with both private collectors and 
institutional collections. I firmly  believe the 
images in a book should be as special and unique 
as the text.  I want the “Wow” factor for our 
photos, where the reader says, “I have NEVER 
seen that image!”
Pre-1923 images are in  the Public Domain, 
though if an  institution is the only  source of such 
a photo, it can charge whatever  it wants. 
Post-1922 images often require licenses 
(permissions)- assuming the owner renewed the 
copyright. (An exception would be a photo taken 
by a private party, such as a player’s relative).
Some institutions (including the Hall of Fame 
and many  libraries) have relatively  low fees. 
Others, such as Getty  and CORBIS (the former is 
now  representing the latter,  since CORBIS was 
bought by  a  Chinese firm  earlier  this year), have 
high  fees,  in  the low three figures. I have paid 
that fee in rare instances, when only  they  had an 

image that  I felt was vital for  the book. An 
example is an image of Ruppert with the mystery 
woman in his life, Helen Weyant (to whom he 
left one-third of this estate) and the mystery  man 
in his life, Fred Wattenberg.
QUESTION  FOR  STEVE: In addition to your interest 
in Yankees history, you have also written 
authoritatively  about baseball in St. Louis? 
Where does that interest come from?
STEVE: The tragic and inspirational story  of 
spitball pitcher Urban Shocker drew me into 
baseball history. Shocker starred for both the 
Yankees and the St. Louis Browns. I am so 
pleased that 18 years after  I started delving  into 
Shocker’s life,  my  Shocker bio will be published 
next spring 2017  by  the University  of Nebraska 
Press.

2016 SABR Baseball Research Award Winner
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QUESTION  FOR  LYLE: How do you reconcile your 
longstanding passion for NY Yankees baseball 
history  with your Brooklyn Superbas/Robins/
Dodgers sympathies? [Erstwhile NY Giants fans 
like me do not understand.]
LYLE: I became a Dodgers fan as a nine-year-old 
in  April 1946 and remained a passionate fan 
until they  left. I continued to monitor some of 
their players after  the move — the ones who had 
played in Brooklyn — but rooted against the 
team. My  ideal Dodgers’ season back then would 
have been for Koufax  and Drysdale to win 60 
games between them and for  the team  to go 
60-102. When the Mets came along, many  of my 
friends started following them, but not me. I 
have never forgiven the National League for 
allowing two storied franchises like the Dodgers 
and Giants to leave New York and then to replace 
them  with an expansion team — like New York 
was on a par with cities like Houston or San 
Diego. Also, by  that time I had left New  York and 
was living in the Maryland suburbs of 
Washington. I took an  interest in  the Senators, 
though I was hardly  a fan, and then they  too left. 
Because I wanted my  two sons to have a  team to 
root for I started taking them to Orioles games 
and gradually  became an Orioles fans — which  I 
continue to be.
When I decided to write my  first book, I chose to 
make the subject one of my  longtime interests, 
Opening Day. I wanted to cover  a team from it’s 
beginning up to the then present time — 1996 —
and in  a city  in  whose history  I had great 
interest.  Obviously,  the Dodgers, and my  second 
choice,  the Giants, were ruled out  for the same 
reason. That left the Yankees.
QUESTION  FOR  STEVE: After  The Colonel and Hug 
came out, you did live interviews on ESPN, MLB-
TV, etc., that must have required considerable 
time and travel on your part.  Do you find this to 
be an enjoyable aspect  of baseball authorship, an 
experience that has to be endured, or something 
else entirely? [And how did Lyle get out of doing 
it? Or didn’t he?]
LYLE: I did travel (with Steve) to book talks/
signings at the Hall of Fame and in New  York 
City  for 1921, but didn’t  for  The Colonel and 

Hug.  For each  book we both  participated in radio 
and podcast telephone interviews.
STEVE: First off, I have not appeared on ESPN 
(yet). Second, I really  enjoy  doing the “road 
show,” more so than Lyle does.  Most 
importantly, I write to tell the stories of those 
who have fallen through the cracks of history. 
Once a book is written, I feel my  work is not 
done. In some way, it is just beginning, getting 
the story  out. This may  sound weird but I find an 
enormous spiritual aspect to my  story-telling, 
honoring  those who have been forgotten and 
bringing them back from  the dead, “in the glory 
of their times.”
Question for  both: Steve is currently  occupied 
with  putting the finishing touches on a  bio of St. 
Louis Browns/NY Yankees pitching standout 
Urban Shocker, and working on the pictorial-
sports writing Deadball Era World Series book 
for our  committee. Lyle,  meanwhile, is writing a 
bio of ace Dodgers reliever Hugh Casey.  Can you 
give us a current status report on these projects? 
And once these works are completed, can we 
hope for another  Spatz-Steinberg collaboration 
in the not-too-distant future?
LYLE: The Hugh Casey  bio is at the publisher 
(Rowman & Littlefield) awaiting  copyediting. I 
am also working on an updated edition of 
Yankees Openers for  McFarland.  The original 
went through the 1996  season.  I am  now 
updating and revising those years and will add 
the 1997-2017 openers.
We have talked about a third book and are 
shaping and finalizing its subjects and focus.
STEVE: Shocker  has been copy-edited,  page 
proofs are being finalized,  and is moving through  
the University  of Nebraska Press production 
process, with a spring 2017  publication date. The 
book on the World Series of the Deadball Era is a 
collaborative effort of SABR’s Deadball Era 
Committee of which I am  the editor.  It will have 
more than 200 photos (many  rare and seldom-
seen), and the text will be the words of the 
sportwriters of the times. St. Johann Press will 
publish the book in 2017.
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Lyle and I would love to do another 
collaboration. I’m  interested in  the 1910-1930 
time-frame, a story,  team, or person/persons 
who have been overlooked. With  all the books on 
the Yankees, it’s interesting that  we came up 
with  two Yankees’ books,  topics that had not 
been covered until then.
QUESTION  FOR  BOTH OF YOU INDIVIDUALLY: Who is 
your favorite figure from  the Deadball Era and 
why?
LYLE: In the late 1940s, when I was a  boy  sitting 
in  the Ebbets Field bleachers and marveling over 
the Dodgers’ outfielders, first Pete Reiser  and 
Dixie Walker, and then Duke Snider and Carl 
Furillo, there would always be a group of old 
men (probably  in their  50s) sitting nearby  who 
would say, in  some form or other, “kid, you 
shoulda seen Zack Wheat.”  When I got  older  and 

studied Wheat’s career, he turned out to be the 
quietly  efficient, workman-like player I have 
always admired.
STEVE: Wow; I love the Deadball Era and its 
personalities; it’s hard to pick one, or  even  a few. 
But Ray  Caldwell, whose BioProject bio I wrote, 
is my  pick. He is not  real well-known, though he 
was an immensely  talented pitcher. There’s a 
tragic aspect  to his career, which was limited by 
his love of nightlife and alcohol. His Sporting 
News  obituary  said "his escapades were 
legendary." I also am  drawn to a number of the 
members of the Chicago Cubs dynasty, though I 
am by  no means an expert on them: Johnny 
Evers, Wildfire Schulte, Frank Chance,  and 
Heinie Zimmerman. All colorful or  controversial 
— or both.

Steve Steinberg interview that appears in  this 
issue.
We were pleased to have Paul Ringel and John 
Zinn join the ranks of TIG contributors this year, 
and welcomed, as always, the excellent pieces 
submitted by  newsletter stalwarts Dennis Pajot 
and Joe Wancho. And as in  years past, we were 
pleased to have the ground-breaking records 
revision work of Herm Krabbenhoft grace our 
pages. We look forward to publishing more of 
these contributors’ work in 2017. At the same 
time, The Inside Game awaits the hoped-for 
submissions of new voices.
Under the supervision of book review  editor  Dan 
Levitt, reviews of newly-published Deadball-
related works were printed in each  newsletter 
issued this past year. As our 2014-2015 reader 
survey  confirmed, the book review section is the 
favorite of many  newsletter  readers, and we 
intend to keep the book reviews coming in the 
new year. Those interested in book reviewing for 
The Inside Game are urged to contact  Dan 
directly  via danrl@att.global.net. Research 
article authors, meanwhile, should get in touch 
w i t h n e w s l e t t e r  e d i t o r B i l l L a m b 
(wflamb12@yahoo.com).
In the hope of stimulating the interest and/or 
allaying the concerns of potential newsletter 

THE INSIDE GAME:
THE YEAR 2016 IN REVIEW

As we have in the recent past,  we close the 2016 
run of The Inside Game with  a summary  of what 
has been delivered over the past 12 months. In 
five issues spanning approximately  125 pages, 
the newsletter has attempted to keep DEC 
members abreast  of news and matters of interest 
relating to the Deadball Era; published 12 
original research and biographical articles; 
reviewed 14 recently-released books devoted to 
the game as played between 1901  and 1919; and 
republished vintage news items, cartoons,  and 
other ephemera  that we hoped were enjoyed by 
readers.
Much of what the newsletter conveyed about 
Deadball-related events and/or the affairs of our 
committee appeared in “The Chairman’s 
Column,” a recurring feature penned by  DEC 
chairman John McMurray. This year, John’s 
topics included a brief bio of famed sportswriter 
Grantland Rice, an overview of the Larry  Ritter 
Award, and an appreciation of this year’s winner, 
Ty Cobb: A Terrible Beauty by  Charles Leerhsen. 
First page space was also allotted to a preview of 
SABR 46  in Miami,  and the terrific Lyle Spatz-
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the membership.  To that end, we invite 
committee members, and particularly  first-time 
authors,  to submit their Deadball-related news 
or research articles to us. For  now, best  wishes 
for a happy  Thanksgiving to all,  and hope to see 
you again in early 2017.
 Bill Lamb, Editor

contributors, we offer some insight into our 
editorial process. In short, editorial review 
strives to be thorough without being intrusive.  If 
you write that  Christy  Mathewson was a  left-
hander, we will correct that. If you  write that 
Mathewson was a better pitcher than Walter 
Johnson, it will go untouched. The distinction 
being the first is a matter  of historical fact that 
has to be accurate, while the second is a matter 
of subjective judgment (with supporting analysis, 
hopefully) that requires no editorial assent or 
approval.  Book reviews are assigned,  reviewed, 
and edited entirely  by  Dan Levitt. Research 
articles get  a more layered treatment, starting 
with  receipt of submissions by  Bill Lamb whose 
initial once-over is largely  confined to such 
mechanica l tasks as grammar rev iew, 
standardizing margins, and conforming 
endnotes to the mysteries of the SABR Style 
Manual.  The piece then goes to assistant editor 
Mark Dugo for substantive review. The piece is 
then returned to Bill with whatever corrections/
revisions are deemed appropriate (and in 
keeping with our  editorial philosophy, Mark does 
not  offer  gratuitous or  style-based changes). Bill 
then gives the article a second substantive look.
Once all the material for a  given issue has been 
reviewed,  same is dispatched to design editor 
Bob Harris for layout. Bob also selects and 
inserts the odd news bits, cartoons, and other 
ephemera where needed to fill out any  given 
page. The newsletter  in draft form  is thereupon 
circulated to editorial staff, DEC chairman John 
McMurray, and all the article/book review 
contributors for that issue. Their feedback will be 
incorporated into the newsletter by  Bob. One last 
look by  the editor  precedes the issue’s 
transmission in final form to chairman 
McMurray  for  his review and approval.  Once 
John okays the issue, it is forwarded to SABR 
headquarters for dissemination, usually  within 
one day, to the DEC membership. The entire 
editorial review process takes about two-three 
weeks and endeavors to present each author/
reviewer’s work in  as close to original form  as 
possible.
Finally,  the constant reminder: The Inside Game 
does not write itself.  We need contributions from 

NEW DEADBALL ERA 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS

The Inside Game is pleased to welcome to the 
committee the following SABR members who 
have expressed interest in the Deadball Era: 

Jeff Fields
John Cerny

We look forward to their active participation in 
committee endeavors. These new committee 
members, as well as our  newsletter contributors, 
can be contacted via the SABR directory.

OUTLAW AND ORGANIZED
  

Did you ever note how little this “blacklisting” 
or “outlawing” of players means? For 
instance, a player of quality  becomes miffed 
at his “organized” club and jumps to the Tri-
State. If he is a good player,  a star, he can get 
back whenever he is needed to brace up some 
“organized” club.  The slide is fixed and he 
comes back into the fold with Garry  Hermann 
and Ban Johnson doing the father act for the 
returning prodigal. Heyden was fixed up 
when he was needed and now there is talk of 
“Doc” Reisling getting back under  the big 
blanket.
There is much talk of the sanctity  of contract, 
but  this sanctity  does not prevent raiding of 
the Tri-State. A sanctimonious contract is one 
with  an “organized” club. A contract with the 
Tri-State, the so-called outlaw  organization, 
is not surrounded with any  air of sanctity 
when it comes to persuading a good man to 
break it to get back into the ranks of the 
“organized” forces.

The Minneapolis Journal, August 19, 1906
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that Roth had heaved a  pop bottle into the stands 
in  retaliation, and thus was ejected from  the 
game.  Other sources assert that Roth was ejected 
for the use of vulgar language towards the paying 
patrons. The St. Louis daily  penned the correct 
version.
The teams traveled to Cleveland for  one game on 
August 13, 1916. St. Louis skipper Fielder Jones 
and the rest of the Browns were surprised to see 
Roth in uniform. Earlier  in  the year, Detroit’s Ty 
Cobb had been suspended for  three games when 
he threw his bat into the stands at Comiskey 
Park. The bat  landed just beyond the first base 
dugout. Luckily, it began to drizzle and that area 
had been vacated. Nonetheless, Cobb had been 
fined $25 and given a three-game suspension  by 
American League President Ban Johnson. 
Surely, if Roth  threw a bottle into a  crowded area 
of the stands, there would be punishment to be 
meted out. But the St.  Louis  Post-Dispatch 
reported that  Connolly  had not reported the 
incident. So here was Roth, penciled in  as the 
cleanup hitter and right fielder.
Just before the 1916 season began, the Indians 
made one of their greatest trades in team history. 
Tris Speaker, a  star  center fielder for the Boston 
Red Sox, was in a contract stalemate with the 
Boston front office. He was a mainstay  on their 
1912 and 1915 World Championship teams. He 
batted over .300 (and well over) the last seven 
seasons. He was a superior center fielder with 
great speed. The Indians sent pitcher Sam Jones, 
infielder Fred Thomas, and an almost unheard of 
$55,000 dollars to the Red Sox. “I suppose I 
must play  in Cleveland,”  said Speaker. “If you 
want to continue in  the big  show  you must go 
where the owners send you. I hate to leave 
Boston, for  I like the people here. I have never 
played big league ball  for  any  other  team  than 
the Red Sox.”1  A player of Speaker’s ability  on 
the diamond, combined with  his leadership off it, 
gave instant credibility  to the Indians. Their 
lineup had to be looked at with  a bit  more 
respect. He was not a mere replacement for Joe 
Jackson, whom  Cleveland traded to Chicago the 
year before. Speaker  was an upgrade. For 
comparison sake, Cleveland shelled out almost 

BRAGGO ROTH WALKS OFF 
WITH INSIDE-THE-PARK HOME 

RUN

by Joseph Wancho 
On July  23, 1916, the St.  Louis Browns defeated 
the Cleveland Indians by  a score of 5-2. The 
Browns scored three runs in the top of the tenth 
inning to boost their  record to 38-49. The victory 
in  itself was rather ordinary,  but the win  began 
an incredible streak for  the Browns, who won 23 
out of their  next 25 games.  It  was quite a ride for 
the Browns who completed four  sweeps within 
that span. They  swept Philadelphia in five games, 
New York in six, Washington in five,  and 
Cleveland in three. Their  record stood at 60-51-3 
as they  moved from  seventh to fourth place in 
the American League standings. The third game 
against Cleveland was won by  Eddie Plank, who 
was winding down his Hall of Fame career. 
Plank, who would turn 41  on the last  day  of 
August, blanked the Tribe by  a score of 11-0. He 
scattered two hits to raise his record to 12-10.
Despite the lopsided score, the ballgame did hold 
some excitement, especially  for those rooters 
sitting in the right field stands at Sportsman’s 
Park. As often happens when the fate of the ball 
game is decided early  (the Browns scored nine 
runs in the first  inning),  the paying throng must 
find something else to hold their attention. That 
something else turned out to be Cleveland right 
fielder Bobby  “Braggo”  Roth. The cleanup hitter 
in  the Indians lineup had thus far taken the 
collar  in the series, going 0-for-10. The Browns 
faithful began verbally  abusing Roth. Braggo, 
who could be charitably  characterized as 
temperamental, chose to shoot back at the fans 
instead of ignoring their  barbs. The more he paid 
attention to them, the more the insults flew. 
After a  while, pop bottles began to rain down on 
the right fielder.
Umpire Tommy  Connolly  pulled Roth from  the 
game in the eighth inning, where he was replaced 
by  Fritz Coumbe. The circumstances of Roth’s 
removal are a  bit murky.  The Cleveland Plain 
Dealer indicated that Roth was removed for his 
own safety. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch wrote 
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double the amount of money  for  Speaker as they 
had received from the White Sox for Jackson.
The attendance of 18,000 at  Dunn Field was 
boosted by  a few  hundred fans that made the 
trek from  Akron, Barberton, and Amherst to 
cheer for  their favorite sons: Browns first 
baseman George Sisler  (Akron, Barberton) and 
Browns’ outfielder Burt Shotton (Amherst). The 
starters for the ballgame on August 13  were 
Cleveland’s Otis Lambeth and the Browns’ Carl 
Weilman. However,  Weilman was not in the 
game long enough to break a sweat. A walk to 
Jack Graney  led off the bottom  of the first 
inning. Ray  Chapman sacrificed him over  to 
second base.  Speaker was intentionally  walked 
and Roth singled through  the box to load the 
bases. Weilman was relieved in favor  of Dave 
Davenport. Bill Wambsganss grounded out to 
the shortstop to score Graney  for the 1-0 
Cleveland lead.
Fielder  Jones demonstrated his respect, or  his 
fear,  of Speaker.  Spoke was intentionally  walked 
three times in the ballgame to bring Roth to the 
plate. In the third inning Graney  bunted safely, 
and went to second base when Speaker  was given 
the free pass. Roth  singled again and Graney 
scored to give the Tribe a 2-1  lead. In the seventh 
inning Graney  walked, Chapman sacrificed, and 
Speaker  was passed again. But  to prove it  was no 
fluke, Roth collected his third hit and second RBI 
by  singling home Graney. Cleveland led 3-2. The 
Browns tied the score at  three in the top of the 
ninth inning. Davenport had done yeoman work 
since entering the game in the first inning in 
relief. But he was lifted for  pinch-hitter Bill 
Rumler, who walked. Jack Tobin came in as a 
pinch-runner. After  Lambeth pitched two wide 
ones to Shotton, Jim Bagby  came in to relieve 
him. The maneuver did not pay  dividends as 
Shotton singled. Ward Miller sacrificed the 
runners over to second and third and Sisler was 
intentionally  passed to load the bags. Del Pratt 
grounded out to second base to push across the 
tying run.
Earl Hamilton came in for St. Louis to pitch the 
ninth. Trying a  different tack, Hamilton pitched 
to Speaker, who popped out to second baseman 

Pratt.  Up came Roth, who drove a fastball from 
Hamilton to center field.  Armando Marsans, a 
speedy  player, took one look from  his center field 
position and retreated to catch up to the hard-hit 
sphere.  Henry  P. Edwards of the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer wrote: “The Cuban is fleet of foot, but 
even his speed would not allow  him to catch up 
with  the ball, which traveled like a  bullet and 
never  stopped until it  bounded against the 
scoreboard. Roth was well past second when the 
Cuban picked it up. He never hesitated in 
rounding third and dashed home standing up as 
Marsans’ throw to one of his mates who rushed 
into the field to act as a relay man went astray.”2

The Indians rushed out to celebrate the victory 
and Roth’s heroics. The fans cheered until their 
voices turned hoarse at the way  the sudden and 
unsuspecting victory  was delivered. “I intended 
to pitch Hamilton to only  one batter in the 

Braggo Roth
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ninth,” said Jones. “I wanted him to dispose of 
Speaker  and then I meant to use (Bob) Groom. 
Ham  got  rid of Speaker  so easily  that I made the 
mistake of weakening on my  first  guess. I 
suffered Hamilton to tarry.  He got into the hole 
on Roth,  two balls and no strikes and then tried 
to pump a fast one past him. Roth broke up the 
game. It  might have been different had I 
switched to Groom.”3

As it  turns out, indeed Roth did throw a pop 
bottle into the right field stands at Sportsman’s 
Park on August 12. Even though no one was 
injured, Ban Johnson handed down a  four  game 
suspension to Roth. He was replaced in right 
field by  Elmer Smith. By  season’s end, neither 
team figured into the pennant race.  Both teams 
stumbled in  September to take themselves out of 
contention for  the flag.  St. Louis posted a 9-17 
mark while Cleveland was 9-16.
Roth had a tumultuous relationship with Indians 
manager  Lee Fohl.  Constant feuding and a 
couple of suspensions handed down by  Fohl did 
not  ease the tension between the two men. In 
1919, Roth was dealt  to the Philadelphia 
Athletics.  In another great  trade by  Cleveland, 
outfielder Charlie Jamieson and third baseman 
Larry  Gardner came to the wigwam. Both were 
cornerstones on the Indians’ 1920 World 
Championship team.
One hundred years and six days later on August 
19, 2016,  Braggo Roth’s feat was matched again 
by  a  Cleveland Indian. Rookie Tyler  Naquin 
broke a 2-2  tie with Toronto, as he hit an inside-
the-park home run off Blue Jay  closer Roberto 
Osuna. Naquin lifted a fly  ball to right field. 
Michael Saunders drifted back to the wall,  but 
could not come up with the baseball.  The ball 
bounded to right-center  field, where center 
fielder Mel Upton gave chase. As Upton retrieved 

the ball, he slipped and fell, heaving the ball 
towards the infield from a  prone position. By  this 
time Naquin was heading to third and was given 
the wave home. As his teammates hurried from 
the third base dugout, they  were seemingly 
running beside Naquin. He dove head first  across 
home plate, well ahead of the tag to secure the 
3-2  Indians win. “That was a pretty  cool 
moment,”  said Naquin. “I almost fell  down there 
for a second. I wanted to just keep running.”4

Braggo Roth  and Tyler Naquin: forever linked 
together by  a feat  that  separated them  by  100 
years.
NOTES

1.  Scott H. Longert, The Best They Could Be (Dulles, 
Virginia: Potomac Books, 2013), 27-28.

2. Henry P. Edwards, ”Roth Smashes Out Homer In 
Ninth and Wins Game,” Cleveland Plain Dealer, 
August 14, 1916: 9.

3. W. J. O’Connor, “Roth’s Slashing Home Run 
Crushes Brownies, Who Had Tied the Count in 
Ninth,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 14, 
1916: 12.

4. Steve Herrick, “Naquin hits game-ending inside-
the-park HR, Indians top Jays,” Associated Press, 
August 19, 2016.

NIGHT BASEBALL IN
BROOKLYN BY FEDS

  

NEW YORK—Washington Park, Brooklyn, is 
scheduled to stage [tomorrow night] the first 
game of night baseball ever  served up for the 
enjoyment of the baseball fans of the 
metropolis. The Brooklyn and Buffalo teams 
of the Federal League are to furnish the 
entertainment. A  similar  venture was 
launched some years ago in Chicago by 
Charles Comiskey  and failed of success. The 
modern development in lighting facilities, 
however, are expected to aid greatly  in the 
success of the present venture. The Brooklyn 
management believes that baseball at night 
will pay  better  than baseball in the day  time, 
for the reason that the working classes will 
have a better opportunity to attend.

Arizona Sentinel Yuma Southwest, September 30, 1915

The effort of President Dreyfuss of the 
Pittsburg club to secure the East Liverpool 
club in the P.O.M. League as a farm  for the 
Pirates did not meet with success, the 
stockholders refusing to sell.

(Washington, D.C.) Evening Star, November 19, 1906
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HERB PENNOCK: 
BASEBALL’S 

FAULTLESS PITCHER

By Keith Craig

2016. Lanham, MD: Rowman 
& Littlefield

[ISBN:  978-1442252196. 344 
pages.  Hardcover]

Reviewed by 
Ben Klein

ben.jason.klein@gmail.com

Herb Pennock was one of the 
best  left-handed pitchers of his 
generation, a fixture in the 
Yankees’ Ruth-era run of 
dominance, and an innovative 
front office executive who laid 
the groundwork for the Phillies 
W h i z K i d s . P e r h a p s 
o v e r s h a d o w e d b y  h i s 
contemporary  pitching greats 
and by  his own megawatt 
Yankee teammates, Keith 
C r a i g ’ s H e r b P e n n o c k : 
Baseball’s Faultless Pitcher 
gives the Hall of Famer his due 
recognition. As its subtitle 

examining the incident as a 
p o s s i b l e b l a c k m a r k o n 
Pennock’s professionalism or 
character, the book merely 
uses it as a segue to the next 
chapter in Pennock’s career: 
his stint  with the Red Sox in 
B o s t o n , w h e r e P e n n o c k 
established himself as a  bona 
fide starter.
Traded to the Yankees in 1923, 
Pennock solidified his status as 
an elite moundsman and 
immediately  contributed to the 
first  Yankees dynasty. Helping 
the Yankees to their  first World 
Series crown in 1923, Pennock 
won Game 2 and the clinching 
Game 6, and recorded a save in 
Game 4. It is undeniable that 
Pennock played an integral role 
in  leading the Yankees to glory, 
but  his outings would best be 
described as gutsy, though  a  bit 
shaky,  as he allowed 19 hits 
and seven  runs in just over 17 
innings of work. However, the 
book’s account of Pennock’s 
performance in the series 
might lead a  reader to believe 
that Pennock delivered a 
h i s t o r i c a l l y  d o m i n a n t 
performance.
The critique that the book 
showers overly  lavish praise on 
Pennock’s 1923 performance 
could be extended to the book’s 
account of Pennock’s playing 
career generally. The narrative 
is rich with accounts that 
might exaggerate Pennock’s 
accomplishments, while largely 
overlooking  the more difficult 
or  controversial elements of 
Pennock’s career. For  example, 
the book casually  characterizes 
Pennock’s near-annual spring 
holdout as an inconsequential 

suggests,  the book sets out not 
only  to restore Pennock to the 
cognizance of baseball buffs, 
but  to portray  him  as a man of 
unimpeachable excellence on 
the field and off. By  staking out 
such  an ambitious thesis,  the 
book challenges itself with an 
uphill climb, which is made all 
the more steep by  Pennock’s 
association with  baseball’s 
u l t i m a t e f a u l t : r a c i a l 
segregation.
Craig’s biography  reveals 
Pennock to be a modest, 
urbane, and sophisticated 
ballplayer.  The book colorfully 
establishes these qualities of 
character  by  transporting the 
reader to turn-of-the-century 
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, 
where Pennock grew up in a 
prominent Quaker family. On 
track to obtain an Ivy  League 
education at the University  of 
P e n n s y l v a n i a ,  P e n n o c k 
deviated from this path after 
catching the eye of Connie 
Mack while playing for the 
local Kennett Mohicans.  Mack 
arranged for Pennock to gain 
a d d i t i o n a l s e a s o n i n g b y 
spending a formative summer 
pitching  for the Atlantic City 
Collegians in 1911. Pennock’s 
summer proved to be at times 
b r i l l i a n t ,  a n d P e n n o c k 
distinguished himself enough 
to join Mack’s Athletics in 1912.
By  1914, Pennock hit his stride, 
highlighted by  a one-hit gem, 
but  the lefty  backslid in 1915 
and was cut by  Mack in May. 
In addition to his poor mound 
performance, Mack’s decision 
t o c u t P e n n o c k w a s 
precipitated by  an incident  of 
insubordination.  Rather than 

mailto:ben.jason.klein@gmail.com?subject=
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and astute bargaining gambit. 
While the book strains to 
portray  Pennock in the best 
possible light, the quality  of the 
b o o k ’ s p r o s e a n d t h e 
meticulousness of its research 
will leave readers with  a more 
n u a n c e d i m p r e s s i o n o f 
Pennock: one of a  cultured and 
gracious gentleman and family 
man; a slender southpaw with 
a varied curve and sneaky 
f a s t b a l l ; a n d a  b e l o v e d 
teammate whose contributions 
to the Ruthian Yankees render 
him  worthy  of his Cooperstown 
status.  What the book does not 
succeed in doing, as no book 
could, is credibly  establishing 
Pennock as a  perfect, or 
“faultless” person.
The book’s commitment to 
portraying Pennock as a 
spotless player may  force 
readers to question whether 
the biography  is prepared to 
d i s p a s s i o n a t e l y  a d d r e s s 
Pennock’s career  as a  baseball 
executive. Taking the helm of 
the Phil l ies front  off ice, 
Pennock diligently  worked to 
establish  Philadelphia’s farm 
s y s t e m  a n d l a i d t h e 
groundwork for the Whiz Kids, 
who would capture the NL 
p e n n a n t i n 1 9 5 0 . B u t 
Pennock’s reputation has come 
to be marred by  his alleged 
opposition to Jackie Robinson 
breaking  the color line,  which 
supposedly  included a slur-
ridden demand by  Pennock to 
Branch Rickey  that Robinson 
not  travel with the Dodgers to 
P h i l a d e l p h i a . T h e b o o k 
addresses this episode and 
makes a compelling case to 
debunk it, demonstrating that 

i t s s o l e s o u r c e w a s o f 
questionable veracity. Even if 
readers are persuaded by  the 
book’s attempt to disprove the 
story,  the fact still  remains that 
Robinson received perhaps his 
w o r s t t r e a t m e n t a t 
Philadelphia’s Shibe Park, 
largely  at the hands of Phillies 
manager  Ben Chapman, who 
consistently  found an advocate 
in Pennock. Furthermore, 
despite Pennock’s tireless 
efforts to develop talent,  as 
well as his willingness to buck 
baseball’s establishment,  the 
book presents scant evidence 
that Pennock gave any  serious 
consideration to signing a 
black player in the interval 
between Robinson’s debut in 
1 9 4 7  a n d P e n n o c k ’ s 
unexpected and tragic passing 
in 1948.
T h i s b i o g r a p h y  o f H e r b 
Pennock is a worthwhile 
contribution to the literature, 
providing readers with an 
engrossing portrayal of an 
often overlooked baseball man. 
But at times the book reads 
more like a paean to Pennock, 
leaving readers to question 
whether the narrative is 
equipped to fully  confront the 
possibility  that Pennock’s 
handling of baseball’s most 
important  historical issue — 
the breaking of the color  line — 
was not without fault.
Ben Klein is a SABR member 
who has contributed to works 
on the 1970 Orioles and the 
1965 Twins.  He l ives in 
Rockville, Maryland.

THE LAST CHICAGO 
CUBS DYNASTY: 

BEFORE THE CURSE

By Hal Bock

2016. Lanham, MD. Rowman 
& Littlefield

[ISBN:  978-1442253308. 238 
pages.  Hardcover]

Reviewed by 
Scott Longert

spencer666@adelphia.net

W h e n r e f l e c t i n g o n t h e 
Deadball Era, especially  the 
National League, I tend to 
think of John McGraw, Christy 
Mathewson, and the great New 
York Giants. In his new book, 
author  Hal Bock presents an 
excellent case that the Chicago 
Cubs were really  the dominant 
team of the early  1900s. Surely 
we remember Tinker to Evers 
to Chance. But  beyond the 
double play  trio, the author 
correctly  points out that it  was 
the Cubs who won pennants 

mailto:spencer666@adelphia.net?subject=
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The Cubs, Giants, and Pirates 
battled through September 
with all three teams in a 
position to win. Bock provides 
a compelling narrative of the 
events that took place down 
the stretch, especially  for  the 
September 23  matchup at the 
Polo Grounds between the 
C u b s a n d G i a n t s — t h e 
infamous “Merkle’s Boner” 
game.  Due to the game ending 
in  a 1-1  tie, the game was to be 
replayed if needed, and sure 
enough the teams finished 
deadlocked for  first. In the 
m a k e u p c o n t e s t , t h o u g h 
marred by  rumors of a  fix and a 
scuffle between Joe McGinnity 
and Frank Chance, Mordecai 
Brown outdueled Christy 
Mathewson, handing  the Cubs 
their third pennant in a row. In 
the World Series the Cubs beat 
Ty  Cobb and the Tigers to 
claim another championship.
After presenting the highlights 
of the Cubs’ last championship 
season, Bock continues his 
story  of the ups and downs of 
the Chicago franchise. He 
includes an overview of the 
game during the Federal 
L e a g u e y e a r s a n d t h e 
beginning of World War I.  The 
Cubs would win a  number  of 
further  pennants but as of this 
writing are still searching for 
another  World Championship.* 
In 1945 a curse was hurled 
upon the Cubs by  an irate fan 
who bought a ticket for himself 
and his pet goat, a popular 
mascot in the owner’s saloon. 
Bock relates with considerable 
humor the story  as the goat is 
eventually  removed from  the 
field.  Angered by  the front 

from 1906  through  1908 and 
again in 1910; won two World 
Series in that first decade to 
the Giants one,  and set  a 
r e c o r d b y  w i n n i n g a n 
astonishing 116 games in 1906. 
The author has credible 
arguments that the Cubs were 
indeed a dynasty  in the first 
d e c a d e o f t h e t w e n t i e t h 
century. To further illustrate 
his point  Bock incorporates 
sketches of the Cubs starting 
l i n e u p i n c l u d i n g t h e 
exceptional pitching staff of 
Mordecai Brown, Ed Ruelbach, 
and Orvie Overall. Important 
contr ibutors l ike J immy 
Sheckard, Frank Schulte, and 
Harry  Steinfeldt are profiled 
here as well. The more famous 
players such as Tinker, Evers, 
and Chance are shown as they 
were, warts and all.
The 1908 pennant race was one 
of the most exciting and 
controversial in  the history  of 
Major League Baseball.  Early 
in  the season, the Cubs nearly 
gave it away  by  staging an epic 
c l u b h o u s e b r a w l . N e w l y 
acquired Heine Zimmerman 
squared off against outfielder 
Jimmy  Sheckard. The fight  was 
a draw until Zimmerman 
grabbed a bottle of ammonia 
and smashed it  in  Sheckard’s 
face. Frank Chase stepped in 
and took a shot to the eye 
t h r o w n b y  t h e e n r a g e d 
Zimmerman. The rest  of the 
Cubs pulled everyone apart, 
but  the two main combatants 
would be out of the lineup for 
several weeks. Fortunately, the 
Cubs pitching staff held things 
together. Brown posted 29 
wins while Ruelbach added 24.

office’s decision,  the fan 
announced the Cubs would win 
no more and the curse began.
T h e L a s t C h i c a g o C u b s 
Dynasty is a light-hearted 
study  of one of baseball’s most 
prominent franchises. The 
writing is clear and easy  to 
read with enough information 
to keep the reader  interested. 
The book closes with sketches 
of the Cubs’ famous opponents 
including Mathewson and the 
Pirates’ Fred Clarke and Honus 
Wagner. There is also a section 
covering various Cubs all-time 
greats, such as Ernie Banks, 
Billy  Williams, and Ron Santo. 
This is fun to read but not 
essential to the main point of 
the book.
For  those who are fans of the 
Cubs or are interested in early 
baseball history  this book is for 
you. At 186 pages it is a quick 
read and serves as a  good 
source for  stats on the players 
and their teams. Hal Bock has 
produced another fine addition 
to the Dead Ball Era bookshelf. 
If you have a few hours 
available and a  comfortable 
chair, this book is certainly  up 
your alley.
Scott Longert is a longtime SABR 
member and the author of three 
books  on Cleveland Indians 
baseball history. He has also 
written numerous magazine 
articles and has appeared on 
several television and radio 
programs. Scott is retired from 
the National Parks Service.
* A s r e a d e r s d o u b t l e s s 
appreciate,  this review was 
submitted before the Cubs 
captured the 2016 World Series.
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THE SELLING OF
THE BABE: THE DEAL 

THAT CHANGED 
BASEBALL AND 

CREATED A LEGEND

By Glenn Stout

2016. New York, New York: 
Thomas Dunne Books.

[ISBN:  978-1-250-06431-8.  
294 pages.  Hardcover]

Reviewed by 
Mark S. Sternman

marksternman@yahoo.com

Glenn Stout’s The Selling of the 
Babe: The Deal That Changed 
B a s e b a l l a n d C r e a t e d a 
Legend seeks to accomplish a 
few  different objectives that its 
title does not fully  reflect. 
Primarily, the book focuses on 
the three-year period during 
which Babe Ruth  transformed 
from a Boston pitcher  into a 
New York outfielder. With so 
many  books already  written 
about the Babe, do we need 
another  one? Stout shows that 

we do, strangely  providing the 
best  explanation of why  in the 
bibliography, where he asserts 
that these three seasons “have 
nearly  been skipped over in 
many  treatments of Ruth as 
biographers have rushed into 
the Yankee years at the 
expense of his final seasons in 
Boston” (p. 269).
In spite of some questionable 
judgments, Stout succeeds in 
c o m p o s i n g a c o m p e l l i n g 
narrative based on composite 
game accounts, a  method that 
many  other  writers struggle to 
achieve.  Stout also reminds us 
that Ruth’s greatness appears 
much more foreordained in 
retrospect  than it did at  the 
time: “There was no guarantee 
his prowess at the plate would 
continue … Ruth had already 
gone from lean and rangy  to 
solid to stout”  (p. 172).  By  his 
painstaking reconstruction, 
Stout has made a considerable 
contribution to the Ruth 
canon.
Stout reaches for the fences in 
his introduction when he 
describes the Ruth sale as “the 
most important transaction in 
the history  of the game,”  (p. 3) 
a characterization I would 
r e s e r v e i n s t e a d f o r  t h e 

Brooklyn Dodgers 1945 signing 
of Jackie Robinson. A prologue 
follows the introduction, which 
might seem  like overkill in a 
book of this size but instead 
presents an opportunity  for 
Stout to construct a brilliant 
bait-and-switch set  piece 
around the final game of the 
1918 World Series. These six 
pages show Stout at his best 
and would make him  a force in 
the SABR Baseball Games 
Project should he ever  delve 
into that outlet.
For  SABR members, the first 
two chapters provide too much 
background. Taking 30 pages 
to get from spring training to 
opening day  in 1918 entails an 
unnecessarily  lengthy  journey. 
A d d i t i o n a l l y , a  f e w o d d 
missteps creep into these pages 
that a  more acute editor should 
have remedied, like a reference 
to 17  teams in the majors (p. 
20), a  needless comparison 
that Ruth’s defensive skills in 
the outfield paled next  to those 
of the peerless Tris Speaker  (p. 
32), and a claim  that “more 
than one sportswriter  had 
chided the usually  weak-hitting 
Washington Senators for  not 
making better use of Walter 
Johnson’s bat” (p. 36). Stout 

PUBLISHERS ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The books reviewed in this issue were generously  supplied 
to us by  their publishers. The Herb Pennock bio and 
The Last Chicago Cubs Dynasty were published by  Rowman 
& Littlefield and can be ordered by  telephone (800-462-6420) 
or email (customercare@nbnbooks.com). The Selling 
of the Babe comes from Thomas Dunne and can be 
o b t a i n e d b y  c a l l i n g 8 0 0 - 2 2 1 - 7 9 4 5 o r e m a i l i n g 
ThomasDunneBooks@stmartins.com. As always, we 
respectfully urge your patronage.
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may  have some justification 
but  he fails to mention a single 
sportswriter in either the text 
or the notes.
Like Ruth’s bat over the period 
covered by  this book,  Stout’s 
writing gets sharper  once the 
games start  to count. He nicely 
backs up his assertion that “in 
terms of wins and losses, 
Ruth’s home runs did not often 
seem  to matter” (p. 53) by  a 
statistical comparison of how 
Boston did in  those games in 
1918 and 1919 compared to 
games when Ruth did not go 
deep. Stout tells a great 
anecdote about the Sox beating 
the Browns 1-0 when Ruth 
a m a z i n g l y  r e c e i v e d a n 
intentional walk with the bases 
already  loaded to drive in  the 
game’s only  run. Alas,  Stout 
needlessly  adds as an  aside 
that  this bizarre occurrence 
took place “during the seventh 
inning of the final game of the 
h o m e s t a n d v e r s u s t h e 
Browns”  (p. 137) when the 
record in fact  reveals that while 
Boston beat St. Louis 1-0 on 
August 11, the final game of the 
home stand took place the next 
day, with St.  Louis beating 
Boston 10-3.
Additionally, Stout makes 
other errors that a  fact-checker 
should have caught. He calls 
Weeghman Park in 1918 “Cubs 
Park” (p. 76) although  that 
name did not come into use 
until 1920, and confuses Lefty 
Williams of the White Sox with 
Cy  Williams of the Phillies (p. 
148).  In the epilogue, Stout 
d o e s c o r r e c t l y  i d e n t i f y 
Williams as Lefty  (p. 251), but 
the index mentions neither 

primarily  as a  knuckleballer. 
Stout deems Ruth a “colossal 
bust” (p. 203) based on his first 
month of spring training for 
New York before he had ever 
played a regular-season game 
for the Yanks!
Although Stout  sometimes 
struggles when he gets outside 
his Boston and New York 
comfort zone, The Selling of 
the Babe,  like its protagonist, 
delivers a winning tale that 
minimizes the meaningfulness 
of its shortcomings.
A Yankees fan who works in 
Boston and has held a 10-
game Sox ticket package since 
the annus horribilis of 2004, 
Mark S. Sternman can look 
out his  office window and see 
South Station. Try as he 
m i g h t , S t e r n m a n f i n d s 
imagining Ruth going there 
“to catch a train to spring 
training in Hot Springs, 
A r k a n s a s o n M a r c h 9 , 
1918” (p. 11) almost impossible 
to imagine.

Williams. Stout writes that Ty 
Cobb took “nearly  two decades 
to reach”  (p. 180) a salary  of 
$20,000 when Cobb actually 
reached that mark in  1915, 
exactly  a  decade after his 
debut.
S t o u t ’ s j u d g m e n t s a l s o 
o c c a s i o n a l l y  f a l l s h o r t . 
Claiming that the Sox “could 
not  overcome the twin loss of 
Ruth and [Dutch] Leonard”  (p. 
63) from the pitching rotation 
in  June 1918 appears absurd in 
light of the fact that the Sox  did 
overcome their  absence and go 
on to win the World Series that 
season. Likewise, Stout’s 
characterizat ion of Herb 
P e n n o c k a s a “ y o u n g 
phenom”  (p. 107) in 1919 
seems a strange choice of 
words for a 25 year-old pitcher 
who already  had a record of 
22-20 over six American 
L e a g u e s e a s o n s . S t o u t 
describes Eddie Cicotte as a 
spitballer (p. 124) although 
Cicotte gained prominence 

GAMES AND BIOPROJECT
The drought  continues.  The paucity 
of new Deadball-related Games and 
BioProject entries noted in the 
September newsletter  extended into 
the Fall. As we go to press, only  the 
bio of Emmet Heidrick has been 
added to the inventory. Given the 
multitude of Deadball Era games and 
personalities that remain to be done, 
this would appear an apt time for 
those with a mind to contribute to get 
involved in the Games or BioProject.

Norwich Bulletin, 
June 15, 1909
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ACCURATE RBI RECORDS FOR 
PLAYERS OF THE DEADBALL ERA:

PART 10—THE PLAYERS ON 
THE 1915 DETROIT TIGERS

by Herm Krabbenhoft

ONE-TWO-THREE … Teammates finishing one-
two-three in a significant  batting statistic has 
been a rare accomplishment since the first 
modern-day  expansions were consummated in 
1961  (American League) and 1962 (National 
League). The feat has been achieved only  twice 
since then — in 1964 when the Minnesota Twins 
triumvirate of Zoilo Versalles, Rich Rollins, and 
Tony  Oliva claimed the top three positions in 
triples with 10, 10, and nine three-baggers, 
respectively, and in 1993  when the Toronto Blue 
Jays trio of John Olerud, Paul Molitor, and 
Roberto Alomar earned the gold, silver, and 
bronze medals in  batting average with marks 
of .363, .332, and .326, respectively.  During the 
60 years prior to expansion, i.e.,  from 1901 
through  1960, there were 25 instances where 
teammates garnered the blue,  red, and white 
ribbons for  a given batting statistic, half of them 
taking place in baseball’s Deadball Era 
(1901-1919), as tabulated in Table 1.
Inspection of Table 1  reveals that the Detroit 
Tigers dominated the list — nine of the 12  one-
two-three finishes were accomplished by  trios 
from the Motor  City  team. And, probably  not 
surprisingly,  Sam Crawford and Ty  Cobb were 
involved with most of them — Wahoo Sam  being 
one of the threesome all nine times and the 
Georgia  Peach being one of the triumvirate eight 
times. Of particular  interest for the present 
article is the 1915 Runs-Batted-In three-man 
tandem  of Bobby  Veach, Crawford,  and Cobb, 
who, according to the statistics compiled in the 
mid-1960s by  a baseball research team  directed 
by  David S. Neft,  amassed 112,  112, and 99 RBIs, 
respectively.1-5 However, according to the 
research conducted during the 1915 season by 
Ernie Lanigan,  the RBI numbers for Veach, 
Crawford, and Cobb were 115, 116, and 95, 
respectively.6-8 Thus, according to Lanigan, 
Crawford occupied the RBI throne all by  himself, 

while according to Neft, Crawford and Veach 
shared the crown. So, which RBI numbers are 
correct — Lanigan’s … or  … Neft’s … or …? In 
order to address the uncertainty  of the 
occupancy  of the 1915 American League RBI 
throne, I carried out the requisite research to 
ascertain the accurate runs batted in statistics for 
Crawford, Veach, and Cobb, and their 
teammates.
RESEARCH PROCEDURE

For  the present investigation, I employed the 
same modus operandi utilized in my  previous 
research efforts.9-17 Thus, for each of the 778 
runs scored by  the Tigers in 1915,  I sought  to 
obtain three critical components: (a) the identity 
of the player who scored the run; (b) the details 
of the run-scoring  event [e.g.,  a 2-RBI double,  a 
balk,  a 1-RBI grounder  (batter safe on  a  fielding 
error),  a  0-RBI grounder (batter safe on a 
fielding error), a  1-RBI bases-loaded walk,  etc.]; 
and (c) the identity  of the player  who completed 
his plate appearance during the run-scoring 
event (i.e.,  the player  who could be credited with 
batting in the run). And, because runs batted in 
were not  recorded officially  until 1920, and were 
not  even defined officially  until 1931, I followed 
the 1931  official scoring rules [Rule 70, Section 
13] to credit or to not credit  a player  with an RBI 
— “Runs Batted In are runs scored on safe hits 
(including home runs), sacrifice hits, outfield 
put-outs, infield put-outs, and when the run is 
forced over by reason of the batsman becoming 
a base-runner. With less than two outs, if an 
error is  made on a play on which a runner from 
third would ordinarily score, credit the batsman 
with a Run Batted In.”  I then provided the 
complete documentation that I assembled to 
Retrosheet’s Tom  Ruane and Dave Smith  for 
their independent review, upon which we 
achieved 100% agreement and Retrosheet 
incorporated all of the runs-scored and runs-
batted-in numbers in its Box Score file (and 
derived Player  Daily  files).18 The Appendix to 
this article (available on SABR.org) provides a 
tabulation of the critical “(a)-(b)-(c)” information 
for each  of the 778 runs scored by  the 1915 
Tigers.
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RESULTS

Table 2  presents the RBI numbers, according to 
my  research,  for each of the 27  players who 
participated in at least one game for  the Detroit 
Tigers in the 1915 campaign. Also shown for 
comparison are the RBI numbers claimed by 
Neft.1

Probably  the most-striking aspect of Table 2 is 
that for several players two or more RBI 
numbers are given in the “RBIs (Krabbenhoft)” 
column — for  example,  Donie Bush is shown 
with  “46 or  47”  RBIs, according to my  research, 
while Neft  has a single-specific RBI number (44). 
Similarly, Lanigan has a single-specific RBI 
number (43) for Bush.8 What is the reason for 
these “either-or” RBI numbers?
The explanation is simply  that the game accounts 
presented in the various newspapers did not 
provide sufficient  information for  me (as well as 
Retrosheet) to confidently  assign credit for 
batting in a  run to one player  or  another.  For 
example,  in the game on May  21, the Tigers 
played the Athletics in Detroit  and scored eight 
runs. The various newspaper accounts provided 
complete details for  all of Detroit’s runs except 
for the first  two runs the Tigers scored in the first 
inning. Here are the descriptions given for  the 
three runs Detroit tallied in the first frame:

May 21, 1915 — Detroit vs. Philadelphia 
— First Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Bush  walked and 
the next three [batters, Vitt, Cobb, and 
Crawford] smote, which, with an error by  [left 
fielder] Oldring, netted the three runs. 
Crawford reached third with  none out, but 
was held while the side was retired.”
Philadelphia Inquirer (PINQ) — “Bush 
walked. Vitt, Cobb, and Crawford followed 
with  singles. Crawford’s was a hit  which 
Oldring permitted to go through his legs and 
Cobb, who was on first at the time, came all 
the way around.”

It  is mentioned that  the game accounts given in 
several other newspapers — the Detroit Journal, 
News, and Times, and the Philadelphia North 

American,  Press,  Public Ledger, and Record — 
were also scrutinized; unfortunately, none of 
those accounts provided any  details whatsoever 
on the three first-inning runs.
Based on  the descriptions given in  the DFP and 
PINQ accounts, it  is not  possible to state 
unequivocally  who batted in the first two runs in 
the first inning.  We know for  certain that,  with 
nobody  out,  the first three batters scored — 
Bush, Vitt,  and Cobb. We also know  for certain 
(from  the official day-by-day  records) that 
Philadelphia’s starting hurler, Bob Shawkey, 
gave up six  runs in the three complete innings he 
pitched and that five of the runs were earned 
runs. Since, the three runs he surrendered in  the 
third inning  were irrefutably  earned runs, 
according to the descriptions given in the various 
newspapers,  one of the three first-inning runs 
must have been unearned. From this information 
one can formulate reasonable scenarios of how 
the Tigers scored their  three first-inning runs: 
Bush led off the game and walked. Then Vitt 

Sam Crawford
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singled, advancing Bush to second or third. And, 
if Bush did advance to third, it ’s not 
unreasonable to postulate that  Vitt moved up to 
second on a throw to third trying to head off 
Bush. Then Cobb batted, with one of three bases-
occupied situations — (1) Bush  on second and 
Vitt  on first; (2) Bush on third and Vitt  on first; 
(3) Bush on third and Vitt on second. Cobb 
singled, perhaps (a) loading  the bases; perhaps 
(b) batting in Bush and advancing Vitt to second 
or third; perhaps (c) batting in  both Bush and 
Vitt. Then Crawford batted, with one of three 
bases-occupied situations — (1) Bush  on third, 
Vitt  on second, and Cobb on first; (2) Vitt  on 
second or third and Cobb on first; (3) Cobb on 
first.  Crawford singled, perhaps (a) batting in 
Bush and Vitt, with Cobb also scoring as a 
consequence of Oldring’s error; perhaps (b) 
batting in Vitt, with Cobb scoring as a 
consequence of Oldring’s error; perhaps (c) 
advancing Cobb to second or third from where 
he scored as a consequence of Oldring’s error. 
Therefore, in  the first  inning, Cobb had either 
zero (0),  or one (1),  or two (2) RBIs and 
Crawford had either  zero (0), or one (1), or two 
(2) RBIs. Of course, the sum total of RBIs for the 
Tigers TEAM in the first inning must be two (2) 
— because the third first-inning run, tallied by 
Cobb, was not “batted in”  but was scored directly 
because of Oldring’s fielding error. Thus, if Cobb 
in  actuality  batted in one (1) run (Bush), then 
Crawford in actuality  batted in one (1) run (Vitt). 
Or, if Cobb in actuality  batted in two (2) runs 
(Bush and Vitt), then Crawford in  actuality 
batted in zero (0) runs. Or similarly, if Crawford 
actuality  batted in two (2) runs (Bush and Vitt), 
then Cobb in actuality batted in zero (0) runs.
For  the other five runs scored by  Detroit, the 
descriptions given in the various newspaper 
accounts provide complete details — we know for 
certain that  in  the third inning Veach’s double 
batted in  Vitt  and Cobb and Kavanagh’s single 
knocked in Crawford. Likewise, we know for 
certain that in the fifth inning Kavanagh’s 
sacrifice fly  brought home Crawford. And, we 
know for certain that in the sixth frame 
Crawford’s single plated Vitt. Thus, for the entire 
game,  we know  that Cobb had 0 or 1  or  2  RBIs, 

Crawford had 1  or 2  or 3  RBIs, Veach had 2  RBIs, 
and Kavanagh had 2 RBIs.
In addition to the “either-or” RBI situation in the 
May  21  game, there are four  other games with 
“either-or” RBI uncertainties.  The Appendix 
provides the complete descriptions given in the 
various newspaper accounts for each of the runs 
scored in these games. Table 3  summarizes the 
“either-or” consequences for these games.
As can be seen, there are three “either-or” RBI 
games [May  21, July  13 (second game), and 
August 17  (first game)] impacting both Ty  Cobb 
and Sam Crawford. The net composite result of 
the “either-or”  RBI situations in these three 
games for Cobb is either 4 or  5 or 6 or 7  or 8 or 9 
RBIs. Similarly,  the net composite results of the 
“either-or” RBI situations in these three games 
for Crawford is 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 RBIs.
Now, in the 1915 season, the Tigers played a  total 
of 156  games. And, Cobb and Crawford each 

Bobby Veach
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participated in each and every  one of Detroit’s 
156 games. Excluding the games on May  21, July 
13 (second game), and August 17  (first game), 
according to our  research, Cobb collected 97 
RBIs, while Crawford garnered 111  RBIs. 
Therefore, including  the “either-or” RBIs, for  the 
entire 1915 season, Cobb had either  101  or 102  or 
103  or 104  or 105 or 106 RBIs, while Crawford 
had either 114 or 115, or 116 or 117 or 118 RBIs.
Of course, in  actuality, Cobb and Crawford did 
not  have “either-or”  RBI numbers — they  each 
batted in  a specific number of runs.  According to 
Neft’s research, Cobb had 99 RBIs — two (2) 
fewer RBIs than the “at least” 101  RBIs 
ascertained in  my  research.  And, according to 
Neft’s research, Crawford had 112  RBIs — two (2) 
fewer RBIs than the “at least” 114 RBIs 
determined in my  research. Regrettably, Neft’s 
Game-By-Game RBI records are no longer 
extant, his computer files having been destroyed 
in  a warehouse fire before they  could be donated 
to the National Baseball Hall of Fame Library. It 
is also not known what scoring rules were 
followed by  Neft and his research team. A similar 
situation resulted with Lanigan’s RBI statistics. 
According to Lanigan’s research, Cobb had 95 
RBIs — six (6) fewer RBIs than the “at  least”  101 
RBIs according to my  research. And, according 
to Lanigan’s research, Crawford had 116  RBIs — 
two (2) more RBIs than the “at least” 114 RBIs 
according to my  research [and two (2) RBIs 
fewer than the “at  most” 118 RBIs according  to 
my  research]. Unfortunately,  Lanigan’s Game-
By-Game RBI statistics are no longer extant. 
With regard to the scoring rules that  Lanigan 
followed for crediting or not crediting  RBIs, it 
appears that he considered runs driven in by  safe 
hits, sacrifice flies, and infield outs to be “RBI” 
runs. In a  Sporting News article on Lanigan’s 
RBI statistics for the 1915 National League 
season, it was mentioned that Gavvy  Cravath 
achieved his league-leading 118 RBIs via 106 
hits, 5 sacrifice flies,  and 7  infield outs. Thus, 
Lanigan apparently  did not consider runs scored 
on bases-loaded walks (or hit-by-pitches) to 
merit credit for a run batted in; likewise for  runs 
which were scored from  third base with less than 

two outs on plays on which a  fielder  made an 
error on the batsman’s batted ball.19

So, how is the uncertainty  of the full-season 
“either-or” RBI situation handled? As discussed 
in  previous articles, Pete Palmer and Gary 
Gillette have decided to utilize the minimum full-
season RBI numbers in Palmer’s database of 
baseball statistics,  because — “Based on  the best 
currently-available evidence, the player certainly 
had at least the minimum number of runs batted 
in.  The minimum number of RBIs is not an 
approximation or a guess of the actual RBIs 
achieved by  the player.”14,16 With  regard to the 
uncertainty  of the individual game “either-or” 
RBI situation, Retrosheet has chosen to leave the 
RBI cell blank in its box score file (and derived 
player daily  files). Thus, for  example, for the May 
21  game, the Retrosheet box score shows the 
following RBI numbers for the Detroit Tigers 
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players: Bush (0), Vitt (0), Cobb (blank), 
Crawford (blank), Veach (2), Kavanagh (2), 
Young (0), Stanage (0), Jacobson (0), Baker  (0), 
Boland (0),  Dauss (0), Cavet  (0),  Total Team 
(blank). Likewise,  the Retrosheet daily  files for 
Cobb and Crawford have blanks in the RBI cells 
for the game on May  21. If one adds up all the 
RBIs shown in the Retrosheet daily  files for Cobb 
and Crawford, one gets totals of 97  and 111, 
respectively, reflecting  the blanks for the games 
on May  21, July  13 (second game),  and August 17 
(first game). Palmer’s database of baseball 
statistics,  when updated to include the RBI 
information presented in this article,  will show 
Cobb with 101  RBIs and Crawford with 114  RBIs, 
reflecting that fact that in the three games with 
“either-or” RBIs Cobb batted in at  least four runs 
and Crawford batted in at least  three runs. 
Palmer’s updated baseball statistics will 
eventually  be incorporated by  Retrosheet in its 
“Player Profile” pages, “Team  Roster”  pages, and 
“ML League Leader” pages. To illustrate, let’s 
look at Ty  Cobb’s RBI record for  1917.14 
According to Neft’s research, Cobb had 102 RBIs; 
according to Lanigan, Cobb had 108 RBIs; and 
according to my  research, Cobb had 106-108 
RBIs, there being two games with “either-or” 
RBIs [July  17  (first game) and July  30]. The 
Retrosheet  box scores for these two games have 
blank RBI cells for  Cobb; likewise for his daily 
file.  The Retrosheet Profile Page for Cobb shows 
him  with 106  RBIs; likewise,  the Retrosheet 
Tigers Roster Page shows Cobb with 106 RBIs; 
and the Retrosheet ML League Leaders Page 
shows that Cobb placed second in RBIs with 106. 
It  is noted, however, that Baseball-Reference still 
shows Cobb with  the incorrect 102 RBIs, 
indicating that Palmer’s updated database for 
1917  has not  yet  been incorporated on its 
website.
Returning now to the primary  objective of this 
article, my  research  shows that, according to the 
minimum RBI numbers, Crawford and Veach 
tied for the AL RBI throne with 114 ribbies and 
that Cobb placed third with 101  RBIs. (The 
fourth-place finisher, according to Neft, was 
Shano Collins with  85 RBIs, a value not even 
close to Cobb’s 101  RBIs.) Thus, Neft’s RBI 

numbers for Crawford (112), Veach (112), and 
Cobb (99) are each less than the “at least” RBI 
numbers ascertained in my  research. And, 
Lanigan’s RBI numbers for Crawford (116) and 
Veach (115) are within the ranges of RBI 
numbers for  Crawford (114-118) and Veach 
(114-115) ascertained in my  research. Lanigan’s 
RBI number  for  Cobb (95) is significantly  less 
than the 101-106 RBIs determined in my 
research. It  is appropriate to emphasize that I 
assembled rock-solid evidence in support of the 
RBI numbers that emerged from my  research 
and that  my  RBI numbers have been reviewed 
and accepted by  Retrosheet  and incorporated on 
its website. With that in mind, it is noted that for 
only  eight of the 27  Detroit players do Neft’s RBI 
numbers agree with my  RBI numbers; five of the 
eight players each had zero (0) RBIs and two of 
the eight had only  one (1) RBI each. Thus, Neft’s 
RBI numbers are not accurate for  19  (70%) of the 
players on the 1915 Detroit Tigers.

LAWSON’S CONTRACTS ARE PECULIAR ONES
  

President  Al W. Lawson has promulgated the 
first  players’ contract  of the new Union 
League for the season of 1908. ...
A perusal of the new Union League players’ 
contract  discloses two new features which 
differ from  the National Association 
contracts. First, the reserve rule has been 
entirely  eliminated, and, second, a clause had 
been inserted to the effect that 25 per cent of 
the player’s [salary] will be held each pay  day 
and deposited in the bank in trust until the 
close of the season when it will be delivered 
to the player  on condition that he has not 
played with any  other club but the one 
employing him  in the Union League during 
that year.
The reason for this clause is obvious. It is 
intended to be a safeguard against dishonest 
players jumping their  contracts during the 
playing season, and in reality  it  is the only 
safeguard the Union League has against 
contract jumping.

(Trenton) Daily True American, January 3, 1908
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Turning now to the overall principal objective of 
my  RBI research program, the longest 
Consecutive Games RUN Batted In (CGRUNBI) 
streak achieved by  the players on the 1915 
Detroit Tigers was manufactured by  Ty  Cobb — 
at least a  six-gamer and perhaps an eight-gamer. 
As presented in the Appendix (and shown in 
Retrosheet’s Player Daily  file for Cobb),  the 
Georgia  Peach knocked in  one run in the game 
on May  19, and then (after an off-date on May 
20) had either 0 or  1  or 2 RBIs in the May  21 
game.  He then drove in at least  one run in the 
next six games (May  22  through May  27) before 
being denied an RBI in his next  game, the first 
game of a  double header on May  29. Thus, if 
Cobb did have an RBI in the May  21  game, his 
longest CGRUNBI streak would be an eight-
gamer; otherwise, he achieved a six-gamer. 
Either way, he did compile the longest CGRUNBI 
streak for  the 1917  Tigers. Next in  line with  five-
game CGRUNBI streaks were George Burns,  Sam 
Crawford, and Ossie Vitt.  Bobby  Veach put 
together a  four-game CGRUNBI streak. 
Incidentally, the longest known CGRUNBI streak 
by  Detroit Tigers players since 1920 is 12  games 
— by  Mickey  Cochrane in 1934 and by  Rudy  York 
in 1940.20

To wrap up this article, it  is mentioned that, 
since the one-two-three RBI feat was achieved by 
the Crawford-Veach-Cobb triumvirate in 1915, 
only  two other  team  trios have duplicated the 
accomplishment (according to the lists of ML 
League Leaders given on the Retrosheet website) 
— the New York Yankees tandem of Babe Ruth, 
Lou Gehrig, and Bob Meusel (163, 139, and 118 
RBIs, respectively) in 1928 and the Philadelphia 
Phillies threesome of Don Hurst (137), Chuck 
Klein (124), and Pinky Whitney (123) in 1932.
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Table 1. Teammates who finished one-two-three
in a batting statistic during the Deadball Era

Year Statistic  Team Player (1st) Player (2nd) Player (3rd)                                  
1902 Runs Scored PIT H. Wagner (105) F. Clarke (103) G. Beaumont (102)

1904 Total Bases CLE N. Lajoie (302) E. Flick (260) B. Bradley (249)

1907 Runs Scored DET S. Crawford (102) D. Jones (101) T. Cobb (97)

1908 Runs Scored DET M. McIntyre (105) S. Crawford (102) G. Schaefer (96)
1908 Hits DET T. Cobb (188) S. Crawford (184) M. McIntyre (168)
1908 Doubles DET T. Cobb (36) C. Rossman (33) S. Crawford (33)
1908 Total Bases DET T. Cobb (276) S. Crawford (270) C. Rossman (218)

1909 Runs Scored PIT T. Leach (126) F. Clarke (97) H. Wagner (92)

1915 Hits DET T. Cobb (208) S. Crawford (183) B. Veach (178)
1915 Doubles DET B. Veach (40) T. Cobb (31) S. Crawford (31)
1915 Total Bases DET T. Cobb (274) S. Crawford (264) B. Veach (247)
1915 Runs Batted In DET B. Veach (112) S. Crawford (112) T. Cobb (99)                                  

NOTE: Statistics are those given in  each  edition  of The Baseball  Encyclopedia  and the Sports 
Encyclopedia: Baseball,  as well as the most recent  editions of Total  Baseball, The ESPN 
Encyclopedia of Baseball, the STATS All-Time Major  League Handbook,  and the STATS All-
Time Major League Sourcebook.1-5

Toledo News-Bee, Aug 9, 1912
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Table 2. Runs-Batted-In Numbers
for Players on the 1915 Detroit Tigers

 RBIs RBIs   RBIs RBIs
Player (Krabbenhoft) (Neft) |∆|§ Player (Krabbenhoft) (Neft) |∆|                       
Del Baker 16 15 1 Marty Kavanagh 47 49 (2)
George Boehler 1 1 — (Razor Ledbetter) 0 0 —
Bernie Boland 3 1 2 (Grover Lowdermilk) 0 0 —
George Burns 57 50 7 Red McKee 14 17 (3)
Donie Bush 46 or 47 44 2 or 3 George Moriarty 1 or 2 0 1 or 2

Pug Cavet 1 1 — Red Oldham 0 0 —
Ty Cobb 101-106 99 2-7 (John Peters) 0 0 —
Harry Coveleski 6 6 — (Ross Reynolds) 0 0 —
Sam Crawford 114-118 112 2-6 Oscar Stanage 34 or 35 31 3 or 4
Hooks Dauss 7 6 1 Bill Steen 0 2 (2)

Jean Dubuc  17 14 3 Bobby Veach 114 or 115 112 2 or 3
Frank Fuller 1 2 (1) Ossie Vitt 46 or 47 48 (1 or 2)
Bill James 3 2 1 Ralph Young 28 or 29 31 (2 or 3)
Baby Doll Jacobson 5 4 1                       

NOTE: A  player  whose name is enclosed in  parentheses indicates that  the player  had zero 
RBIs and ten or fewer at bats.

§ The |∆| column gives the absolute-value difference between  my  RBI number  and Neft’s RBI 
number.  An  entry  enclosed in  parentheses indicates that  my  RBI number  is less than  Neft’s 
RBI number.

Table 3. Games with “Either-Or” RBI situations
for the Detroit Tigers in 1915

 Date Player Either-Or RBIs               
 May 21, 1915 Ty Cobb 0 or 1 or 2
  Sam Crawford 1 or 2 or 3

 July 13, 1915 (second game) Ty Cobb 2 or 3 or 4
  Sam Crawford 0 or 1
  Bobby Veach 0 or 1

 August 17, 1915 (first game) Ty Cobb 2 or 3
  Sam Crawford 2 or 3
  Ossie Vitt 0 or 1
  Donie Bush 1 or 2

 August 17, 1915 (second game) Ralph Young 1 or 2
  Oscar Stanage  1 or 2

 September 24 George Moriarty 0 or 1               
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THE L IGHTS  WENT  OUT  FOR A  MOMENT,  JUST  AFTER  A  CLOSE  DECIS ION.

They’re Going to Play Ball by Electric Light


